
 Find out more about PAX Tools!
• Visit paxis.org

• Email paxtools@paxis.org

• Like @PAXISInstitute on Facebook

• Follow @paxgbg on Instagram

• Find @PAXTools on YouTube

This PAX Tools Caregiver Handout is copyrighted and not for
resale but may be reproduced without cost in whole with the
trademarks and copyright notices. PAX Tools™ and PAX
Good Behavior Game® are trademarks of PAXIS Institute, an
international prevention science company.
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Kudos Notes
for Caregivers

hen we identify and 
reinforce positive 
behaviors, children will 

do them more. Most often it’s the 
mistakes and misbehaviors that 
receive much of the attention, but 
with Kudos Notes you can increase 
feedback and focus the attention on 
positive performance.

This tested and proven strategy 
teaches children to receive and 
give praise. Because Kudos Notes 
specifically identify a behavior it 
helps the child repeat that behavior.

Kudos Notes help young people ...

• Identify prosocial behaviors.
• Avoid problematic behaviors and
  choices. 
• Learn to receive positive feedback.
• Give positive feedback to peers and
  adults.
• Strengthen relationships.

Kudos Notes give attention for the 
behaviors we want to encourage and 
increase the Peace, Productivity,
Health, and Happiness for 
everyone!
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Write and share
Kudos Notes with

the PAX Tools App!
Available FREE for
Apple and Android.

Be on the lookout for opportunities to reinforce your child’s 
behavior – like getting homework done without being told, 
completing chores on time, or getting along with siblings.

When you observe a desired behavior, write a Kudos Note 
to recognize and reinforce the behavior, including what the 
young person did and how it made you feel.

Deliver the Kudos Note or invite the young person to post
it where others can see it.

Help your child create a collection of Kudos Notes to revisit 
and reflect upon.
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